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Note: the CABI field tags go in front of the term not afterwards. Search phrases in quotes.
For example: de:”food safety”
PubMed field
Affiliation
Article Identifier

PubMed tag
[AD]
[AID]

Closest CABI field tag
aa:
pa:

All Fields

[ALL]

Author

[AU]

Corporate Author
Editor
ISBN
Journal
Language
MeSH Terms

[CN]
[ED]
[ISBN]
[TA]
[LA]
[MH]

The CABI default setting
will search the record's
titles, all indexing fields
(including the author), the
abstract and the record's
bibliographic details
au:
also
ad: ( additional author)
note if you only enter the
surname you need to
include an asterisk
(example- au:Hoskins*)
ca:
ed:
bn:
do: (document title)
la:
de: general subject terms
od: organism names
gl: geographical locations
or
up: (broader terms for
organisms and places)

Place of Publication
Publisher
Publication Date
Publication type

[PL]
[PUBN]
[DP]
[PT]

cp:
pb:
yr: (year of publication)
Types of study exist as
subject terms: e.g. case
report, review, clinical
trial.
The it: tag is used for the
kind of document such as
book, thesis, journal
article, correspondence,
editorial

Text Words ( this searches
Includes all words and
numbers in the title, abstract,
other abstract, MeSH terms,
MeSH Subheadings,
Publication Types, Substance
Names, Personal Name as
Subject, Corporate Author,
Secondary Source,
Comment/Correction Notes,
and Other Terms (see Other
Term [OT] above) typically
non-MeSH subject terms
(keywords), including NASA
Space Flight Mission, assigned
by an organization other than
NLM.
Title

[TW]

If you do not limit to any
field the database will
search the record's title,
all indexing fields
(including the author), the
abstract and the record's
bibliographic details.

[TI]

et: is English title,
at: is alternative title for
example of a collection or
special issue

Journal title

[TA] or [ournal]

do: is title of document for
example a book or journal

Title/Abstract

[TIAB]

Transliterated title

[TT]

ab: searches abstract so
combine this with et: or
do: or ft: or at: as needed
ft: is non English title

Super field tags

subject: searches all indexed fields (de, gl, od, up, id)

